H-reflex changes during static stretching and two variations of proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation techniques.
The effects of 3 stretching methods on the motor pool excitability of the soleus muscle as measured by the Hoffmann reflex have been compared with the objective of revealing central nervous system influences promoting muscle compliance to lengthening. The H-wave was reduced slightly throughout the static stretch method. The contract-relax (CR) method produced profound inhibition during the first several hundred milliseconds following contraction, but gradually increased to values similar to static stretch (SS) values 2 sec following contraction. Hoffmann reflex values for the contract-relax-antagonist-contract (CRAC) method were greatly depressed throughout the stretching phase with a slight increase after 2 sec. It was concluded that several inhibitory neural influences can have an additive effect in profoundly reducing motor pool excitability. Under the assumption that greater motor pool inhibition reduces muscle contractibility and therefore allows more muscle compliance, it is suggested that the proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF) methods, particularly those involving reciprocal activation, provide the greatest potential for muscle lengthening. This is supported by previous studies which compared gains in range of motion using these 3 stretching methods (Holt et al. 1970; Moore and Hutton 1980; Etnyre and Abraham 1985).